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Throw the dictionary away. Ignore the colorful images with children running through open fields. Ask yourself, “How would you define community?” It’s a difficult question to answer and one many designers often have difficulty answering for themselves, let alone for the residents whom they design for. The truth is that we all have different meanings associated with the word “community”. Our personal experiences lead us to have unique understandings of how a community should be built. This spatial layout works while this one doesn’t, these people should be included while those cause problems, and this is how involved the citizen should be.

Differences in our visions abound, it should not be assumed that our ideas are entirely unrelated. While we may have differences on the appeal of certain elements, a good portion of what is found to be desirable holds true from person to person. There are few that would argue against a beautiful environment conducive to positive social interaction. Where this place is created, whom it should serve and how it should be designed, however, are issues of greater disagreement. It is the search for areas of intersection, the collection of community-building principles that are undeniably beneficial, which became the impetus of this paper.

While studying abroad in Madrid, I witnessed an event in my neighborhood that changed my understanding of community for the rest of my life. While walking home from my university one sunny afternoon, my thoughts were interrupted by a barely audible wail just across the street. An elderly man, in stepping off the curb, had gotten his cane stuck in a drain inlet. His fall was a gentle one, almost as if in slow motion, but any collision at that age requires considerable attention. As he recovered from his fall and sat himself on the sidewalk, for a moment, time came to a standstill.

It was not the fact that people stopped to assure the man’s wellbeing that impressed me – I would well hope that this would be the case anywhere else in the world – yet instead it was the amount of their time, the amount of their lives, people were willing to give up in order to see him on his way: Two bystanders helped him to his feet as the waitress across the street brought bread and water; The florist offered his chair as a woman from upstairs hurried a moist towel to his forehead; I offered his cane at his side, while a well-dressed businessman ended his conversation to dial 911. The general questions they asked him were expected. Continuing to discuss the incident moments after the ambulance had taken him away, a good half hour after the mishap began, was something I would never have
anticipated. Every single person who was there from the start was there until the very end.

I am grateful for what I saw that day because it proved to me that strangers and compassion are, in fact, compatible entities. I will not speculate whether or not such an incident could ever play out the same way in the United States. At the time, however, my conscious understanding of social interaction, something engrained in me from my upbringing in the States, revealed unfamiliarity with the neighborhood’s response. Here was something that seemed so natural, so organically correct, and yet my consciousness acknowledged it as unusual. Intrigued by the disparity between what I expected and what actually happened, I became motivated to spread the camaraderie I experienced.

A design philosophy takes a lifetime to establish. My design philosophy will take two. As an economist-gone-landscape architect-going-urban planner, I have developed an eclectic skill set to encourage the camaraderie our society needs. I am a firm believer that our behavior is largely determined by our environment, yet my confidence in the capacity of physical design has been humbled by the realization that even a perfectly designed site can become a complete failure if designed with improper social context.

Employing the benefits of community participation in the design process is cornerstone to the development of healthy communities and consistently produces a design that better represents the needs of its users. Committed to the creation of beautiful places with involved citizens, I consider myself a community planner.

Using research to promote a design philosophy is a skill this project seeks to share. In my particular case, I want to research current community-building strategies to determine the best strategies to use. I have realized, as my project develops, just how different people’s ideas of “community” actually are. Establishing a common terminology is something designers often take for granted. While today’s design rhetoric uses “community” to suggest any desirable environment, this paper provides my definition of the word in order to harmonize my understanding with that of other people and create a platform from which to promote its creation.

Creating “community” will be the focus of my first post-occupancy evaluation (POE), the methodology for which is the content of this project. It is the hope that this document will inspire others to conduct similar evaluations and learn as much as I have in the process of beginning one. Enjoy.

Danny Yadegar
6.15.2008
introduction

By making the process of post-occupancy evaluation more accessible, it is the hope that this report will encourage others to conduct evaluations themselves. This document will serve as the basis for future post-occupancy evaluations of my own, with the evaluation of Mandela Gateway in West Oakland comprising my first. With the help of this project, my evaluation of Mandela Gateway is now well underway.

This document is divided into three chapters. Chapter 1 is a single page, dedicated to the outline of the methodology I have established. It can be referred to as an index when reading through the paper. Chapter 2 is the bulk of the document, going through the steps one by one and describing the process in greater detail. In order to add clarity to the steps, preliminary work from my own post-occupancy evaluation of Mandela Gateway complements the methodology. Chapter 3 is not a part of the methodology, yet instead a look back at the whole process and a collection of lessons gathered from personal experience. While conducting a post-occupancy evaluation for the first time can seem intimidating, this project hopes to make the process more approachable.
methodology outline

I. Identify your Focus
II. Choose a Place to Evaluate
III. Understand the Involvement of Stakeholders
IV. Read Literature on the Stakeholders, the Place and the Focus
V. Initial Observations
VI. Interview Stakeholders
VII. Behavior Mapping
VIII. Design and Test Survey
IX. Administer Survey
X. Hold Community Meeting(s)
XI. Establish a Community Vision
THE PURPOSE OF A POST-OCCUPANCY EVALUATION IS TO PROVIDE THE ANALYSIS OF AN EXISTING ENVIRONMENT WITH THE INTENT TO GIVE INFORMED SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DESIGNS. THE RESEARCH FOCUS OR THE POE NARROWS ITS SCOPE TO CONCENTRATE THE EVALUATION ON AN ASPECT OF THE ENVIRONMENT THE RESEARCHER IS ESPECIALLY CONCERNED WITH. THE FOCUS CAN BE INTANGIBLE, BUT MUST PROVIDE SOME OBSERVABLE MANIFESTATION THAT CAN BE RECORDED.

ONCE A FOCUS HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED, IT IS IMPORTANT TO DEFINE THE TERMINOLOGY THAT WILL BE USED IN THE EVALUATION. A LIMITED VOCABULARY IS USED IN THE DESIGN INDUSTRY, BUT THE MEANINGS DESIGNERS INDIVIDUALLY ATTRIBUTE TO THE SAME WORDS ARE IN ACTUALITY DIVERSE. AS EVALUATORS, WE TAKE CAUTION TO DEFINE OUR TERMINOLOGY SO AS NOT TO CONFUSE RESEARCH WITH RHETORIC.

The word “community” gets thrown around a lot these days. With patterns of sprawling suburban development and decaying city cores lined up in the crosshairs, planners are in the hot seat for answers. In response, they are vehemently promising one word – community. It’s easy to sell the public on the merits of community, but designers must understand the needs of their site’s users in order to transform their community vision into a reality. While the terminology designers use may be consistent, the conglomerate of concepts underlying that one word is often more complicated than Russian democracy. Almost as if a concession, the word “community” has become a selling point, and with its exploitation has come its dilution.

For example, in the Charter of the New Urbanism, a set of design principles written in the mid 1990s, a collection of world-renown planners and architects try to guide development in a healthier, more appropriate direction. In the preamble to this document, “community” is the most common word (spare articles “and”, “the”, and “of”). In the case of BRIDGE Corp., a large-scale developer
of affordable housing, the final line of their homepage reads, “Above all, BRIDGE builds communities.” It is difficult to associate “community” with something negative, so it’s no surprise that the word is commonplace in an industry committed to positive change. To the credit of those who use it, however, “community” has several meanings. The first implies a physical location.

COMMUNITY OF PLACE
The words “neighborhood” and “community” are often used interchangeably. In this manner, “community” serves strictly as a geographical reference to a particular place. The “neighborhood of West Oakland” is just as easily described as “the West Oakland community.” In the following excerpt, taken from R. Gifford’s Environmental Psychology, the author makes an obvious switch between the two words as if they meant the exact same thing.

“Measuring Neighborhood Satisfaction – Personal, social, physical, and cultural factors influence satisfaction with a community. However, before each of these influences are described, we should consider how to assess community satisfaction. How would you measure neighborhood satisfaction (Gifford, 2002, p. 268)?”

I refrain from using “neighborhood” in such a context because of the social implications it may carry. Gifford talks about “community satisfaction” with reference to social, cultural and physical factors, but neighborhood is typically used to simply refer to a strictly geographical context. In measuring neighborhood satisfaction, it is unclear what realms of social life he is including. While “community” can be used to signify a geographical location, and be compared to “neighborhood” in this regard, adding social and cultural factors to the word suggests a completely different definition.
COMMUNITY OF PEOPLE
Another common usage of the word is as a synonym for “population”. When a group of people is not necessarily anchored by a physical location, “community” is used to suggest their commonality despite their dispersion. A Washington Post article, titled “Black Community Is Increasingly Protective of Obama”, demonstrates this usage. In reading the article one will realize that the author is not referring to a small neighborhood of Blacks, yet instead to the entire Black population of the United States. The word “community” is used to suggest the presence of a common interest in a way that “population” cannot. In the case of this particular article, the common interest would be for Blacks to be more cautious about the people Obama surrounds himself with. We hear people speak of the “Jewish Community”, the “International Community” or the “Gay Community” and it is understood that they are referring to an entire population, but this usage is inextricably linked to some underlying suggestion of common interest. While this definition is closer to the one I would like to use, it remains shy of a fundamental element I would like to introduce.

COMMUNITY OF COMPASSION
The “community” I would like to advocate places the needs of its population as the highest priority. Residents of this community look after each other because they know someone is looking out for them. Property managers in this community make decisions in the best interest of the residents, because they realize a happier population is easier to manage. Designers of this community take time to learn the needs of individual residents, because an informed design acknowledges that environments are for people. This ideology of community integrates the elements of physical locality and human coexistence and complements them with the idea that a community’s strength depends entirely upon the strength of its members. The best way to empower residents and encourage them to help others is to satisfy their individual needs first.
The capacity for people to accomplish a vision as a group depends on how compatible their goals are as individuals. “Attachment (to the community) is not merely a function of time: it grows through positive social interaction and the compatibility of the community with the resident’s purpose in life (Gifford, 2002, p. 273).” A vision shared by all will more likely become reality than a collection of different visions. For this reason we must be specific in our intent when we use the word “community”; We must establish a vision that everyone can share. But a communal vision cannot be created without individual goals, and goals will go unaccounted for if they are not expressed. Designers must create a comfortable forum for residents to express their opinions and facilitate the goal-setting process. By doing so, shared interest and common values will surface and a vision for the community can be created together.

There are four principles of community I believe to be undeniably beneficial to the health of our species:

1. **Continuity** – permanence validates benevolence towards the community’s future. While a physical locality often anchors such a feeling, community can exist in its absence.

   “When confidence about a community is high, residents will stay and improve it. When most residents are pessimistic about the future of their community, it is difficult to encourage residents to stay (if they have any choice), let alone renew, renovate, or revitalize it (Gifford, 2002, p. 267).”

2. **Diversity** – a diverse population is conducive to collaboration. When members of a population have different lifestyles, their differences lead them to be better in some things and worse at others. Where someone’s greatest need is someone else’s greatest skill in a diverse culture, this great might be left unfulfilled in a homogenous one. Diversity also promotes understanding.

   “Loss of cultural diversity is worrisome for the same reasons as the decline of genetic diversity, because any subculture might have specialized forms of habitation key to future resilience (Hester, 2006, p. 184).”
3. **Sociability** – it is human nature to want to feel more secure in our environment. We understand our situation better by speaking to others, and a healthy community will encourage this to happen. Isolation reveals a complete lack of sociability, while sharing with strangers reveals the highest level of sociability possible.

“Just as important as the physical context, and a complement to it, is the social, economic, and cultural networks that spring up in a neighborhood setting (Calthorpe, 2001, p. 33).”

4. **Participation** – community depends upon the contribution of its members, but getting people involved requires true optimism. Participation also helps establish a sense of ownership. Simply by coming together to do a common task, members of the community will be more likely to defend the environment they helped build.

“Participation...brings people together to talk about common problems... (it) establishes connections between people and their physical surroundings and creates a sense of community among those engaged in the planning process. It provides an opportunity for people to learn how their own space and material needs intersect with those of other individuals (Sommer, 1969, p. 122).”

Observing existing communities, one will notice varying levels of the mentioned principles. How people interact with one another or how much effort they put into their environment is often a reflection of how much they value their community. “Community”, as discussed in this paper, exists only in the fulfillment of all four principles.

Unfortunately, community is not a quantifiable entity. Unlike a neighborhood with definitive boundaries or a population of a particular size, a community often blurs geographical lines and touches people belonging to various populations. The strength of a community is most readily observable through its effects, but the cause of these effects is something only community members can understand. Outsiders must rely on people from the community to describe what they experience in their own terms in an effort to better understand how the community functions. The best way for designers to learn, in this condition and in most, is to listen.
ii. choose a place to evaluate

There is an abundance of environments that implore our study. In determining which of these environments will yield the most informative evaluation, an evaluator must consider both how it relates to their focus and what their capacity to evaluate it will be. As evaluators we must consider what resources are available to us in order to best understand the place: unique observation methods, relations to people involved in the design, relations to people who use the place, etc. In terms of the site, we must make sure that the project will contribute meaningful data to the development of the research focus. Is the site representative of a type of environment? Will its evaluation be of interest to others? Have people have had sufficient time to experience the environment and establish their opinions? The overarching objective is to find a place that will supply a significant amount of data in the order of what is being studying.

In seeking to evaluate the capacity for design to foster community by looking at a particular project, I found Mandela Gateway to be an excellent choice. HOPE VI, the US Department of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) urban renewal program geared towards rehabilitating the nation’s most dilapidated housing, acknowledges the importance of support services in addition to reshaping the physical environment.

“It asks stakeholders to think about the economic, social, and cultural dimensions of their communities, not just the housing. It challenges them to integrate social services such as health care, day care, security, and after-school programs with job training, local retail, and transportation – to think holistically about their problems and their possibilities (Calthorpe, 2001, p. 254-255).”

HOPE VI uses the creation of a more suitable environment, both physical and social, in order to provide a better opportunity for its public housing residents to become self-sufficient and active in the community. The principles it advocates are almost identical to the principals of community I advocate myself.
Through its ideology and its process, HOPE VI responds to each of the four principles of community. The entire process of revitalization is a testament to continuity, a commitment to repair the damage caused by decades of inappropriate housing programs. The process of changing the physical shape of public housing by demolishing decrepit complexes and designing new ones on the same site shows a continued dedication to the neighborhood. The program’s policy towards building mixed-income communities lessens the concentration of poverty and puts people in contact that may not be so otherwise. This diversity it promotes is beneficial for low-income residents as much as it is for others. Sociability is bred into its designs with the requirement for, “comprehensive services that empower residents”, and participation is mandated through a participatory design process with community meetings. Although I knew that applying a federal ideology on a site-specific scale might come with considerable challenges, it was exciting to discover a design philosophy so consistent with my own. I began researching the Mandela Gateway’s history to better understand its development.

In a sense, the development of Mandela Gateway owes its greatest thanks to the Loma Prieta Earthquake of 1989. The tragedy took the lives of 70 people with the collapse of the Cypress Freeway, but in the wakes of the freeway’s removal, West Oakland is gaining momentum towards revitalization. In the footprint of the freeway now exists an extensively landscaped boulevard by the name of Mandela Parkway, terminating to the South at 7th Street. Straddling both sides of the parkway at that very intersection are located two modern buildings anchoring the entrance to the Parkway. Together, they are aptly named Mandela Gateway.

West Oakland is a poor neighborhood, with a wealth of culture and opportunity. Over half of the households in West Oakland earned an income of less than $30,000 in 2000, compared to 26% in Alameda County as a whole. The life expectancy in West Oakland for the year 2000 was 71.6 years, over 7 years lower than the county’s as a whole. Demographically speaking, 89% of the population is a minority, with a total of 7% of residents being White. Of the minority population, over 70% are African-American. The poverty levels are unmatched anywhere else in the County. The statistics do not match up, however, to the potential of the area. What housing is not found in apartment complexes is almost entirely comprised of colorful, eclectic Victorians nearly a century old. The area is positioned adjacent Emeryville, which has experienced tremendous growth in the past years. The closest BART station headed westbound to San Francisco is located on the major thoroughfare of 7th Street, also well serviced by the public bus system, AC Transit.
Neighborhood Context

houses with typical Victorian architecture. West Oakland

extensively landscaped median. Mandela Parkway, West Oakland
The construction of Mandela Gateway was only made possible by the removal of the development there before it, a 46-unit public housing complex by the name of Westwood Gardens. It was identified by the Oakland Housing Authority (OHA) to provide some of the worst units in the nation’s stock of public housing, and HUD justly recommended OHA to apply for a HOPE VI revitalization grant in the late 1990s. A local urban planning group, Calthorpe and Associates (CA), was hired to draft a grant proposal in the hopes of anchoring federal funding as a basis to go after private investors. The grant was approved in 1999.

Even before the grant was approved, however, the design process was well underway. A major component of HUD’s philosophy is empowering the residents it serves, and involving them throughout the design process is a requirement for its grants. A series of three community meetings was held in the dates leading up to the grant proposal, in order to receive design feedback and hear residents’ comments. At the first meeting, Calthorpe Associates gave a detailed presentation of the proposed site plan and explained everything from unit size to circulation. Many Westwood Garden residents voiced concern regarding their relocation, the need for more open space, and the lack of a community room for meetings. Calthorpe Associates, the firm facilitating the meetings, recognized their concerns and incorporated them into several redesigns of the site, revealed at subsequent community meetings. The need for support services, such as job training and childcare, and the recognition of the area’s cultural fabric were mentioned consistently throughout the meetings. Translators were available to provide interpretation for Cambodian residents.

Although Calthorpe and Associates conducted the community meetings and became most familiar with the nature of the project, a completely different team was responsible for the final design of the site. Once the grant was approved, OHA opened the project to the development industry and put in a request for proposals. BRIDGE housing, one of California’s leaders in affordable housing development, won the contract, and with their selection came a design team the company was more familiar working with. Michael Willis Architects and the landscape firm PGAdesign, both with offices based out of Oakland, finalized the drawings to be taken to construction. The design was completed in 2003, with construction beginning shortly afterwards.

A plan of the site, scaled at 1” : 64’, is provided with photographic callouts to convey its character and sense of place. Arrows point to the location pictured in the photograph.
Western Block, Mandela Gateway

- Alleyway access to townhouses
- Upper-story corridor
- Lower-story corridor
- Central courtyard
- Townhouses off of alleyway
Eastern Block, Mandela Gateway

- units facing 8th Street
- central courtyard
- community room
- alleyway access
- upper story corridor
A design will go through an elaborate hierarchy before it reaches the construction stage. Understanding the twists and turns that the design experiences as it goes through this hierarchy will shed light on who has greatest control over the environment’s creation. Often the objectives and strategies of one stakeholder are largely determined by the objectives of another stakeholder they have allegiance to. Only by recognizing these inter-party commitments and how they came about can one understand the site’s design process.

Among the stakeholders that can be expected are a developer, lenders and donors, an urban planner, an architect, a landscape architect and either property management or maintenance.

Once a list of stakeholders specific to your site been established, their exact involvement in the project and how they became involved should be determined. If the process, in anchoring firms to work on specific parts of the project, was not highly competitive, chances are some kind of allegiance exists.

As shown in the following project profile, coupled with other important information, showing the list of stakeholders is easiest accomplished with a list.

As an example, the project profile for Mandela Gateway reveals the impressive number of parties involved in the project’s completion. A tremendous amount of coordination was most likely required in order to satisfy the needs of each of the nine lenders, ranging from a local housing authority to private investor to federal homeownership program. The introduction of a design team brings a whole another set of objectives to the table, adding to the complexity of the project’s dynamic.
### PROJECT PROFILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Name</th>
<th>Mandela Gateway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Oakland, CA (West Oakland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>1999-2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>2003-2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Proposal</td>
<td>Calthorpe Associates, Telesis Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenders</td>
<td>The City of Oakland, Oakland Housing Authority, HUD, Federal Home Loan Bank, Wells Fargo Bank, The Related Company, World Savings, Fannie Mae, CalHFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>BRIDGE Housing Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>Michael Willis Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape Architect</td>
<td>PGA Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property Management</td>
<td>John Stewart Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Cost</td>
<td>$51.8 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Size</td>
<td>Approximately 5 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Use</td>
<td>168 rental units, 14 homeownership townhouses, 20,000 square feet of commercial/retail space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Space</td>
<td>26% of site in community open space (34% including roadways)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Density</td>
<td>33 dwelling units/acre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Amenities</td>
<td>Community room, children’s play areas, computer learning center, excellent access to public transportation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
iv. read literature on the stakeholders, the place and the focus

A vast discrepancy often exists between the objectives of residents and that of designers. Between designers themselves, however, this very discrepancy exists as well. Similar to the capacity of a community, the capacity of designers to accomplish a unified vision will rely on the compatibility of their individual goals. Reviewing their company profiles will reveal what their primary objectives are, and those objectives are perfect ones to evaluate the accomplishment of during a POE. A company’s website is an excellent way to learn about their work and see what the company’s all about. Project profiles are also typically found on a company’s website. If one exists for the site being evaluated, this may be the best available documentation of specific design objectives. They are also a good source to learn about the stakeholder’s stance with regards to the research focus. Outside the realm of stakeholders it may also be possible to find previous evaluations of the place under observation. There is always merit to a second evaluation, but previous evaluations may have already accomplished what yours seeks to do. As with any research paper, citing information on your focus written by a credible source will increase the credibility of your work.

My review of websites for stakeholders involved in Mandela Gateway was primarily devoted to understanding their use of the word “community”. The intent was not only to interpret their definition, but also to gather how they encouraged community through their design philosophy and, more specifically, at Mandela Gateway. While I was less successful at gathering information specific to Mandela Gateway, the general company profiles were extremely informative. Every single website I visited discusses “community”, with the exception of the Oakland Housing Authority who instead mentions the objective “to promote the civic involvement and economic self-sufficiency of residents and to further the expansion of affordable housing within Oakland.” A selection of stakeholder statements is included in the appendix.
v. initial observations

There is an abundance of environments that implore our study. In determining which of these environments will yield the most informative evaluation, we must consider both how it relates to our focus and what our capacity to evaluate them will be. On our own behalf we must consider what resources are available to us in order to best understand the place: unique observation methods, relations to people involved in the design, relations to people who use the place, etc. In terms of the site, we must make sure that the project will contribute meaningful data to the development of the research focus. Is the site representative of a type of environment? Will your evaluation be of interest to others? Have people have had sufficient time to experience the environment and establish their opinions? The overarching objective is to find a place that will supply a significant amount of data in the order of what is being studying.

My initial observations at Mandela Gateway were entirely positive. Kids were running around in the courtyard without a parent attending, the traffic of the corner’s busy intersection was buffered by building layout, the landscape was well-maintained and several front doors were left open. Considering the violent crimes that continue to plague the area, the serenity of Mandela Gateway seemed unreal.

the community room at Mandela Gateway
The following is an excerpt from my journal on the project, taken from the day of my initial observations: “I won’t lie: I came here with the intention of being highly critical of this place, but the design is amazing! It has a community room, a computer lab, laundry facilities, large courtyards, clean architecture, a safe environment protected from the neighborhood. In a neighborhood struck by a dearth of affordable housing, this place is paradise. It takes affordable housing to a whole another level.” The only negative element I could find was the fact that the playgrounds looked far too small for the kids that were playing around them. Besides that, the physical design was beautiful. The social environment of the place would require a closer look.
VI. Interview Stakeholders

Stakeholder interviews are a unique opportunity to focus research efforts and get very specific answers. Each interview serves as an expert testimony regarding the site and one, spoken by one of few involved in the design process, arguably no one else is better positioned to provide. Stakeholders should be asked to identify their main objectives for the site and what specific strategies they used to accomplished those objectives. Then the evaluator can inquire about the strategies used in regards to their research focus. Within reason, any question unsatisfactorily answered through literature and initial observations should be addressed here.

It is important to see the interview in the eyes of those answering the questions. As professionals, it is in the interviewee’s best interest to uphold the reputation of their firm. As evaluators, however, we would like the most honest information attainable. Upon hearing “post-occupancy evaluation”, designers become instantaneously defensive. Avoid using these exact words in a situation where it may cause tension. Instead, familiarize the interviewee with the research goals and encourage them to become involved and/or give suggestions in order to improve the quality of your research.

Finally, personability throughout the process will go far. Allow flexibility in scheduling by contacting stakeholders early in the evaluation process and setting up interviews. Considering this may be the only interview with them, make sure to schedule it with enough time beforehand to develop a list of questions tailored towards getting the specific responses needed. The professionalism of the interview is entirely at the interviewer’s discretion, and sometimes a more natural, casual discussion will yield more honest answers.
Stakeholder interviews regarding Mandela Gateway have been productive. My casual approach, including interviews over lunch, has removed a significant portion of the edginess I encountered in my earlier interviews. All stakeholders have been extremely receptive to criticism and, when presented with preliminary findings, are eager to learn more. My impression is that the value of evaluative research is understood amongst those in the design industry, but the time to actually conduct POEs is hard to find.

*view of Mandela Gateway from BART platform, West Oakland*
Behavior mapping is a systematic observation technique used to document how people interact with their environment. Within a given amount of time, an observer records the direction, genders, ages, and activity associated with each group. Additional information more specific to the research may also be beneficial. Afterwards, these behaviors are drawn on a plan-view map of the place in order to bring attention to patterns and help determine which areas have the most activity.

Ideally, the times of the day that behaviors get recorded are as different as possible. If one observation is in the morning, the ones following it can be in the afternoon and at night. If behavior is observed on a weekend, subsequent observations should aim for a weekday. Depending on the traffic of the site and how many locations have been chosen to observe from, the amount of time spent at each location will change. A typical strategy for behavior mapping is to change the view of the site as frequently as possible. Recording periods of 5 minutes are typical, although some sites may not require location changes at all.

The layout of Mandela Gateway uses buildings as a buffer between the persistent traffic of a busy intersection and its secure, central courtyards. With the goal of providing maximum visibility for child supervision, the units surrounding the courtyards are oriented with windows looking over the common open space and all entrances and exits visible from most angles. As a result, I was able to conduct my behavior mapping in its entirety from a single point at each courtyard. A sample of the observations from my initial behavior observations are included on the following page.
17 groups of people were observed from 8:15-9:15am on the morning of Tuesday, June 3, 2008. A large population of those observed were mothers taking their children to school. The singles and elderly of the complex have the luxury of leaving a little later, since they don’t have to. 10 out of 17 groups observed were leaving the complex. Type of activity would typically be recorded, but walking was the sole activity observed on this morning.
As a method of data collection, the survey is indispensable. It provides unrivaled anonymity, and can be completed at the respondent’s convenience. Surveys are cheap, and easy to administer. While the interview obtains focused answers from stakeholders, the well-designed survey targets and collects specific data from the most important people to a site — its users.

Both the format and the content of a survey must be designed with extreme prudence. A survey that has an illogical progression of questions and uses ambiguous phrasing will frustrate respondents and hurt the chance of the survey’s completion. Instead, a survey must follow a clear and concise thought pattern, be specific in its terminology, and convey a sense of professionalism. Question types should be grouped together (multiple choices together, short-answers together, yes-nos together…) and instructions should be as explicit as possible. Hastily designed surveys will quickly be written off.

The content of a survey, similarly, determines the number of respondents the survey will have in addition to the quality of data it will acquire. In a general sense, the survey’s main goal is to determine the environmental satisfaction of its users. It is known as a “needs survey” because it asks respondents to consider their needs and then rate how successfully they have been met. POE has interest in both physical needs and social needs. Questions should also pay special attention to the research focus and stakeholder objectives, asking respondents to evaluate how both affect their experience of the environment. Requesting design recommendations encourages respondents to voice their concerns and take steps towards environmental justice.
After a survey is created it is important to test it for errors, confusing phrasing, and the focus of questions. Questions should be rephrased to ask for desired answers as simply as possible. It is important for the evaluator to have others review the survey in order to give it a time trial and determine if its length is reasonable. Long surveys do not get returned.

For further information on survey design, John Zeisel’s book, Inquiry by Design, is an excellent resource.

The survey for Mandela Gateway residents aims at measuring environmental satisfaction with three main elements of housing: physical design, social services, and strength of community. General questions about overall satisfaction precede more specific questions aimed at learning residents’ preferences in terms of communal facilities, neighborhood offerings, services beyond traditional housing, and levels of interaction. The survey is broken up into sections, under the elements listed above, with each section following a careful progression of thought and terminating with a 1-10 rating. Responses are made into yes/no questions or multiple choice wherever possible in order to make the survey less burdensome.

Luckily I was able to spend some time amongst residents before I formed my questionnaire. It gave me a better understanding of what residents were concerned about and, more importantly, how to approach them when surveys were ready to distribute. The environmental psychologist Robert Sommer has this to say about survey design:

“The needs survey will be more meaningful when the designer has spent some time among the occupants and knows how they think and express themselves. It would be extremely difficult to conduct a needs analysis in a specialized building without knowing the technical vocabulary of the residents (Sommer, 1969, p. 76).”

Sommer makes the important point of acknowledging that the survey must breach the language barrier between resident and designer by using the language of residents to answer questions shared amongst designers. Mine does so by using the simplest language possible. It is currently being reviewed by the developing company responsible for Mandela Gateway in order to be approved by their President of Property Management. Approval, although great for credibility, is not expected. The survey is found in the appendix.
In order to obtain the most informative and greatest number of responses possible, evaluators must provide an incentive for residents to complete the survey. In the likelihood that financial constraints prevent the delivery of material concessions, it is the surveyor’s responsibility to appeal to some non-material need of the people they survey. The best concession comes at the intersection of what the evaluator can offer and what those being surveyed need. Knowledge about your neighbors, the ability to express an anonymous opinion, and the chance at a strengthened community are not monetary offerings but should inspire significant interest in respondents.

Survey distribution can be done with varied levels of aggressiveness. While knocking on doors is efficient in reaching everyone in an organized fashion, it is a method of communication commonly unappreciated. When possible, the sacred space of the home should be respected and people approached only in more public areas. There it is more socially acceptable to approach a stranger, and people will be more likely to listen. Another measure of aggressiveness is how quickly evaluators request others to complete their survey. Expecting people to care about your survey requires a gesture that you care about their response first. Convey the fact that the survey seeks to understand the welfare of its respondents by asking how they are doing and introducing yourself and your project before your survey.

Use whatever means available to survey the most diverse sampling of residents possible.
**Collection is easiest done through an on-site manager.** In the case that an on-site manager is not available to take surveys, or that surveys contain highly sensitive information, it is best for the evaluator to return to the site on a regular schedule and offer visits as days for collection. Another technique is to collect surveys at the later community meeting, an excellent way to have attendees come with thoughtful contributions. It is important to get the information of those you survey, as well as provide your own contact information. A follow-up contact a few days after surveys were requested will inspire a couple more. 

Residents at Mandela Gateway have been, for the most part, enthusiastic about completing the survey. While at first reluctant to speak to an unfamiliar face in the complex, especially considering I was moseying about without purpose, they become eager to share their opinion once I inform them of my project. Most residents have a mouthful to say, not all of which is negative. I have taken an active effort to learn as many names as possible, and casual conversation is always used before I offer the survey. While it is offered completely optionally, only one resident has asked me not to leave one with him.

My distribution method put the respect of residents and on-site management as its first priority. Residents of Mandela Gateway were only contacted in public spaces, I never entered the property without someone else opening the door for me, and management approved the survey. Due to my spontaneous appearance on-site, collecting the surveys has been difficult. My phone number is provided on the back of each survey and residents call me when the survey is complete. I call the number back and arrange a pickup at my next visit. In order to assure the privacy of those wishing anonymity, unit number is used to reference who has received surveys. Once collected, the survey is placed in pool with other anonymous responses and disassociated with a specific apartment. Surveys continue to trickle in at a very slow pace. I look forward to improving my survey distribution and collection abilities.
x. hold community meeting(s)

The primary purpose of the meeting(s) is to share the findings of the evaluation and provide a forum for site users to understand and improve their environment. While the post-occupancy evaluation is conducted to satisfy research needs, any such research should have the intent to progress the field of environmental design. If the ultimate goal of research is to improve environments, the location of the research presents itself as an excellent place to initiate change. The community meeting is an effort to empower community members, using the data that the evaluation has provided, with the will to initiate such change while building their capacity to do so. Establishing a community vision is the first step in initiating a concerted effort at change.

There are certain general procedures that any community meeting should follow, the first of which is providing an incentive to come. A community meeting will be fruitless without the participation of community members. Encouraging people to attend requires an understanding of the community’s needs and preferences. Consider what you can offer the community, be it food, entertainment, social services or simply a firm commitment to change, and offer it in return for participation in your community meeting. Make sure people know what you are offering, and hold the meeting at a time when people will be able to attend. Creativity in your method of notification and your incentive to come are sure to bring greater results.

Begin with personal introductions. It is important to establish an environment where people feel comfortable to share their opinions. Knowing one another, if such is not already the case, eliminates
Being that community planning is the topic of my research, the organization and the process of conducting a meeting are as educational to me as the results it produces. While a community meeting is a good way to gauge the strength of a community, it is an even better way to strengthen the community while its members are all congregated. Similar to the process of Mandela Gateway’s construction, the planning of my meeting seeks to involve all parties in the hopes that the result will be something that everyone involved is proud of. I am currently in the process of organizing a community meeting at Mandela Gateway.

It is my intent to have the results of this community meeting approved by the stakeholders in the project, and minutes for this meeting have been sent to the authorities of the authorities of those in charge of property management. Getting their blessing on my procedure has required more time than anticipated. While I considered holding a meeting without their approval, it is important for me to have my results recognized by all parties involved to add credibility to my research. By doing so, a lack of activity in response to resident concerns will not only be documented but a conscious choice acknowledged by all. The agenda for this meeting has been supplied in the appendix.
Bringing people together and asking about their environment will no doubt inspire dialogue; using that dialogue to fuel the development of a community vision that its members can be proud of, however, requires a more concerted effort. This is the final step of post-occupancy evaluation.

Creating a community vision requires patience, compassion, and compromise. It requires patience because it does not materialize instantly. It requires compassion because individuals must recognize the needs of others and acknowledge that they are part of a larger community. Finally, it requires compromise because people will be forced to accept certain decisions they are uncomfortable with in recognition that what’s best for them may not be what’s best for the community. With the creation of a community vision comes a list of established objectives and proposed changes. Prioritizing them according to their level of need and their feasibility gives shape to their execution.

The POE process mandates a transition from the evaluator to the community. It is not sustainable for the evaluator to stay permanently and provide services. They must return to the field of design to apply what they have learned. It is, instead, the community’s responsibility to harness the process that post-occupancy evaluation begins and take the community’s vision to the next step.

As evaluators we have it in our best interest to do good for the people we observe, but the hardest thing to acknowledge sometimes is that our absence is what’s best. This is not to say the evaluator should instantaneously disappear once the community vision has been established, but the vision should be used as a vessel to transition the evaluator out of the equation.
It is not the responsibility of those conducting POEs to ensure change. It is, however, their responsibility to remove themselves from the decision-making process, once the evaluation is complete, and put progress in the hands of others. The evaluator may choose to continue his/her involvement with the project, but this is an act of unexpected benevolence. In the more likely condition that the evaluator chooses to move on, it is the absolute minimal requirement to document the evaluation and put it in another’s hands.

Mandela Gateway is young. Less than 5 years after its completion, it is expected that residents are still developing an understanding of their environment. It is unexpected, however, that many remain unfamiliar with the simple physical facilities. One child resident was quoted saying, “I didn’t even know there was a computer room.” Another, “We don’t hear about it because that’s on that side.” Their comments reveal a lack of familiarity for a community built upon the principles of social interaction. While I will not place culpability on anyone for this situation, I will state that the impressive facilities available at Mandela Gateway beg for greater use.

I would like to suggest that the residents become more involved in improving their home, but my progress in the evaluation process does not qualify me to speak on their behalf. They may be satisfied in the first place. Surveys will reveal whether individual needs have already been met, as well as what unmet needs the residents share. Although not a single survey returned thus far has circled “strong” to describe Mandela Gateway’s community, overall satisfaction ratings reveal great contentment. Community “strength”, surveys may show, is not a primary need.

I am nowhere near the process of transitioning my evaluation into the hands of residents, but I share the excitement they have in learning about their community. I am firmly committed to the improvement of Mandela Gateway, the first post-occupancy evaluation I have ever conducted, and my interaction with residents has reminded me of the scale I would like to design on – community design.
The creation of this methodology was in no way natural. Quite the contrary, it was the result of months of trial and error. The following chapter documents the biggest troubles I have encountered thus far in conducting the preliminary steps of my evaluation for Mandela Gateway. I suspect that each evaluator will have a list of their own challenges, more specific to their own capacities. This list reflects upon my capacity, and has become a primary target for the aspects I would like to improve upon in order to streamline the evaluation process. Each challenge is complemented with a take-home lesson in response to my experiences.

Stakeholders are reluctant to be evaluated.
All of us are. Their professional capacity is being questioned when someone takes a critical look at the product of their labor. Anyone in their position would become defensive. The point that must be made, however, is that post-occupancy evaluation is focused on places, not the people who make them. While people are inextricably connected to the creation of place, the emphasis is not on evaluating the designers yet instead on the place itself. The goal of post-occupancy evaluation is to make better places, not to criticize designers. Historically POEs have been used to bring attention to places in dire need, so designers expect a barrage of suggestions. But if the criticism is valid, if the analysis is truly in the words of the place’s users and not the agenda of the evaluator, any reasonable designer should respect its results. “Resistance to POE also came from designers who were distrustful of lay opinions about their work…Used insensitively, POE could legitimize uninformed opinions (Sommer, 1969, pp. 136-137).” A post-occupancy is no place for personal discourse. Establish a good relationship with the stakeholders as early as possible. Their approval of you as an evaluator will make the process easier and improve the credibility of what you have to say. Honesty is appreciated, and they will accept well-founded criticism if it is presented in a respectful manner. In addition, work with them to make the final analysis beneficial to them. See if they have questions they’ve always wanted to ask and incorporate it into research. This will demonstrate good faith on behalf of the evaluator and help eliminate bias in the information they seek.

People will be reluctant to share their thoughts with an outsider.
They are unfamiliar with the evaluator as a person and thus unfamiliar with his/her objectives. It is unusual for someone to approach us with the sole objective of listening and in the rarity that is the case, expecting a meaningful interaction would be unreasonable. It is uncomfortable to have a one-way dialogue,
especially with a stranger. As evaluators, however, we are not removed from the rest of the population with objectives. Our objective is to listen and observe in order to improve, and improvement is an objective they will most likely share. Making that objective apparent will implore a more enthusiastic response. Wearing clothing of the enterprise being represented will also add clarity to the situation.

Surveys have a low rate of return.
Once the evaluator leaves, the feeling of obligation to return surveys is greatly diminished. If one wants meaningful responses, however, a feeling of obligation is not desired in the first place. Meaningful responses will only come from residents with their own motivation to complete the survey. Inspiring self-motivation in this regard requires creativity. Evaluators must provide an incentive for the survey’s completion, the most obvious of which is a material concession – coupons, money, or a chance at a prize. These things will greatly improve the response rate of the survey. The funding to purchase such concessions, however, is not always at the evaluator’s disposal. In the absence of sufficient funding to provide prizes for survey completion, the best incentive a surveyor can provide will respond to the respondent’s non-material needs. The ability to voice an anonymous opinion, a better understanding of those you share an environment with, and progress towards a stronger community are all things money cannot buy, but that survey respondents may take great interest in.

The entire process may inspire false hope.
When people are asked to critically evaluate their environment, they assume that whoever is asking has the capacity to change it. Questions about playground satisfaction will engender the belief that the playground is going to be replaced, while questions about an existing curfew may inspire some to think the curfew will be changed. While the capacity to make change is inherent in all of us, it is important for the evaluator to be realistic with his/her immediate capacity. Participation in a process which yields a result very different from that anticipated can be a frustrating experience.

Resources for post-occupancy evaluation are limited.
This is not a problem encountered with the methodology, yet instead a challenge for the motivation behind POE as a whole. Clients are reluctant to fund a POE when the designer may use the increased knowledge to benefit another client. Designers are so committed to current projects that they are unable to reflect upon projects they have already completed. The benefits of the post-occupancy evaluation have not been recognized to obtain the time and funding
it deserves. With the developing ideology of participatory design and the proven benefits for long-term environmental conditions, it is gaining popularity.

The importance of the post-occupancy evaluation will only be given due credit when clients understand the long-term benefits a POE can provide. If the role of design is to materialize an idea into something tangible, it is the responsibility of the designer to bring that idea into fruition. This process should go well beyond the physical design of spaces and must include the process of post-occupancy evaluation.

“A contract for a new building should include a minimum two-year follow-up consulting period in which the designer helps the client get his money’s worth from the building and at the same time collects necessary evaluative information (Sommer, 1972, p. 95).” The benefit of POE is two fold in that clients will get an improved design in the future and residents will inherently benefit from this process. A designer’s ability to convince his/her client that POE will yield great benefit is strongly rooted in their allegiance to one another.
The post-occupancy evaluation is an invaluable tool. It prioritizes our understanding of the existing environment in an effort to improve the environment we build tomorrow. Used properly, it can articulate a very powerful message and invoke immediate change. Used improperly, however, it can be used to legitimize an improper critique of a very successful project. Post-occupancy evaluation is part of a growing movement of participatory design. Its sees design as a means of accomplishing a set of needs, as opposed to an art form of the powerful. By voicing the opinions of those who use a site, POE provides a subtle reminder that, at the end of the day, design is for people. It reminds us, as designers that in the midst of incessant designing we must remember to reflect, to listen, and to observe. Observing the environment that surrounds us and using it to inform the design process, “addresses the essential purpose of environmental design – to leave the world a better place than we find it (Mark Francis, 1999, p. 68).”

After months of dinner discussions, interviews, dreams on the meaning of “community” and countless visits to the site, I have developed an emotional attachment to Mandela Gateway. The project is demonstrative of a complex and layered effort to improve public housing with minor issues that, considering the scale and number of involved stakeholders, might be expected. The longevity of its successes depends largely on the ability of residents to replicate the intense collaboration of the design effort amongst themselves and harness the project’s capacity to foster their own self-sufficiency. Only then will the project meet the original intentions of HOPE VI, and be brought into full fruition. Only then will Mandela Gateway be, by my definition, a community.

This senior project is only the beginning of a community-building exercise I will be practicing for the rest of my life.
STAKEHOLDER STATEMENTS

US Department of Housing and Urban Development

HUD’s mission is to increase homeownership, support community development and increase access to affordable housing free from discrimination. To fulfill this mission, HUD will embrace high standards of ethics, management and accountability and forge new partnerships—particularly with faith-based and community organizations—that leverage resources and improve HUD’s ability to be effective on the community level.

(Source: http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf12/hudmission.cfm)

US Department of Housing and Urban Development, HOPE VI Program

The specific elements of public housing transformation that have proven key to HOPE VI include:

- Changing the physical shape of public housing
- Establishing positive incentives for resident self-sufficiency and comprehensive services that empower residents
- Lessening concentrations of poverty by placing public housing in nonpoverty neighborhoods and promoting mixed-income communities
- Forging partnerships with other agencies, local governments, nonprofit organizations, and private business to leverage support and resources

(Source: http://www.hud.gov/offices/pih/programs/ph/hope6/about/index.cfm)

Calthorpe Associates

Calthorpe Associates is internationally recognized for its innovative leadership in urban design, community planning, and regional growth strategies. For nearly two decades the firm has assisted private and public clients in shaping new forms of growth and redevelopment—forms that help reestablish a sense of place, scale, history and environmental balance within the built environment.

(Source: http://calthorpe.com/Firm.html)

Bridge Housing

“BRIDGE creates high-quality, affordable homes for working families and seniors. With over 13,000 homes and counting, BRIDGE has become the leading affordable housing developer in California. We build a range of housing types that not only fit comfortably into their surroundings but also act as the catalyst for revitalizing and strengthening neighborhoods. Above all, BRIDGE builds communities.”

(Source: http://www.bridgehousing.com)

John Stewart Company

“Comprehensive housing management is the foundation of the John Stewart Company’s diversified housing services. Our goal is to provide secure, service oriented, well-maintained and professionally managed housing that serves the interests of residents and owners alike. Reaching beyond the traditional management services of maintenance and budgeting, we strive to create community environments that foster high levels of physical, social, and emotional well-being among residents. At the same time, we also provide owners and sponsors with financial efficiency, accountability and value-added benefits.”

(Source: http://www.jsco.net/management/)

Oakland Housing Authority

“To assure the availability of quality housing for low-income persons and to promote the civic involvement and economic self-sufficiency of residents and to further the expansion of affordable housing within Oakland.”

(Source: http://www.oakha.org/home.html)

Michael Willis Architects

“By advocating public participation in the design process and in the built form, MWA has been successful at creating an architecture that can be a unifying force.”

MWA designs enduring structures that reflect the community’s values and concerns. Although MWA often takes cues from historic contexts, the completed buildings feel authentic for this era.”

(Source: http://www.mwaarchitects.com/firm/firmcontent.html)

PGAdesign Inc is a collaboration of landscape architects committed to exceeding client expectations with innovative design solutions that respect our environment. We enjoy teaming with clients and communities to conceive spaces that enrich lives, integrate historic elements and accentuate the intrinsic assets of each site.”

“PGA’s housing projects contribute to making livable cities; urban environments that foster and support neighborhoods and communities.”

(Source: http://pgadesign.com/index.html)
Nicole Thompson
Oakland Housing Authority

- How involved is OHA in the social services offered at Mandela Gateway?
- Is property management typically subcontracted to a private enterprise?
- Has this public/private relationship with the HOPE VI grant for Mandela Gateway expired?

Dehan Glanz
Principal, Calthorpe Associates

- How does Mandela Gateway "reflect the community's values and concerns"?
- How would you define "community"?
- To what level was citizen involvement in the development process required by HUD?

Cathy Garrett
Principal, PGAdesign Landscape Architects

- Please explain the process by which PGAdesign was hired for Mandela Gateway, and the firm's relationship with BRIDGE and Michael Willis Architects.
- How was community input gathered in the design process?

Rod Herni
Design Director, Michael Willis Architects

- How would you define "community"?
- How long is the waiting list for market rate units at Mandela Gateway?

Marie August
Property Manager, John Stewart Company

- (Request demographics of residents, including language spoken and total number)
- (Request average length of residency for residents)
- (Determine return rate for residents from Westwood Gardens)

- How would you define "community"?
- How would you define this community?

- Are you on-site manager?
- Does Mandela Gateway hold regular community meetings?
- What types of social services are offered to Mandela Gateway residents?

- Is there reason the basketball hoop has not been repaired in over a year?
- What is the policy of renting out the community room?
- Are events typically held in the community room private or open to all residents?

- If a resident were dissatisfied with something, how would you expect them to complain?
- Have there been any problems with drugs, violence, vandalism or security on site?

- How are such problems addressed?
- What has been the biggest contributing factor to the change in such problems?

- Does the HOPE VI coordinator of the OHA conduct regular performance reviews?
- Does JSC conduct quarterly unit inspections, as specified in OHA's revitalization application?

- How are the central open spaces typically used? When, and by whom?

- Would you agree with my definition of community?
- Do you have a strong sense of community at Mandela Gateway?

- Do you think residents of Mandela Gateway feel a strong sense of community?
- How do you think Mandela Gateway contributes to the larger surrounding community?

- How long is the waiting list for public housing units at Mandela Gateway?
- How long is the waiting list for market rate units at Mandela Gateway?

- What process would I need to go through to conduct a community meeting in the Community Room on May 29, around 7PM?

- In the first community meeting, dated 29 April, 1999, the roundtable discussions yielded "cultural fabric" and "community history" as social aspects important to respect through the physical design. The cultural emphasis was re-stressed by residents on May 6th. How was the site design able to uphold such aspects? (green-space gateway?)

- How was the scheduling of the public meetings determined?

- Was it considered that meetings during normal business hours would be difficult to attend for those with working class jobs?

- To what level was citizen involvement in the development process required by HUD?

- Did you encounter any difficulties in conducting a community meeting?

- How was resident input incorporated into the design?

- In the first community meeting, dated 29 April, 1999, the roundtable discussions yielded "cultural fabric" and "community history" as social aspects important to respect through the physical design.

- The cultural emphasis was re-stressed by residents on May 6th. How was the site design able to uphold such aspects? (green-space gateway?)

- How was the transition of the design facilitated, once the grant had been awarded to a separate development team?

- Is there anything you would like to ask the residents?

- What prevents Mandela Gateway from being placed on a list of dilapidated housing projects, scheduled for demolition and reconstruction, in a matter of 50 years?

- Would you expect the residents of Mandela Gateway to prefer living in an attractive neighborhood where the people were not friendly, or in an unattractive neighborhood where the people were friendly? Why?

- In hindsight, would you do anything differently in designing the site today?

- If you could speak to the Mandela Gateway residents today, what would you ask them?
RESIDENT SURVEY
MANDELA GATEWAY

Name ___________________________
(anonymous responses will be considered
with equal importance)
Age _______ Gender ______
Race _____
Years as resident of Mandela Gateway ______
Years as resident of Westwood Gardens ______

1. What do you like most about Mandela Gateway?

2. What do you dislike about Mandela Gateway?

3. What would you like to see changed?

4. How are you prevented from making this change?

5. What is your overall level of satisfaction with Mandela Gateway?
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
   horrible perfect

6. Please rate the following 12 items, in order of how important they are to you when you choose where you live:
   _____ sports/recreation facilities
   _____ access to public transportation
   _____ knowing your neighbor
   _____ shopping within walking distance
   _____ privacy
   _____ neighborhood culture/character
   _____ outdoor gathering areas
   _____ quality of local schools
   _____ social services (jobtraining, daycare, etc)
   _____ safety and security
   _____ affordability
   _____ building conditions

7. How often do you use the outdoor gathering areas?
   Never  Sometimes  Often

8. What do you use the outdoor gathering areas for?

9. How often do you use the community room?
   Never  Sometimes  Often

10. What do you use the community room for?

11. How often do you use the computer lab?
    Never  Sometimes  Often

12. What do you use the computer lab for?

13. What facilities do you appreciate most at Mandela Gateway?

14. How often do you use a car?
    Hardly Ever  Sometimes  Daily

15. How often do you use the bus?
    Hardly Ever  Sometimes  Daily

16. How often do you use BART?
    Hardly Ever  Sometimes  Daily

17. Do you have any children?
    No  Yes

18. If yes, how old are they?

19. Where do they typically play?

20. Would you consider West Oakland a good neighborhood to raise children?

21. Would you consider Mandela Gateway a good place to raise children?

22. What would you suggest to make Mandela Gateway a better place for children?

23. Do you think Mandela Gateway is an appropriate development for its surrounding neighborhood?

24. How has West Oakland changed as a result of Mandela Gateway?

25. What is your overall level of satisfaction with the physical design of Mandela Gateway?
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
   horrible perfect

26. How has Mandela Gateway improved your life?

27. How has Mandela Gateway made your life more difficult?

28. Would you say that Mandela Gateway has helped you become self-sufficient?
    No  Somewhat  Yes

29. Which of the social services offered by Mandela Gateway do you appreciate most?

30. What additional social services would you like to see offered?

31. What type of computer training classes would you participate in?

32. Do you own a computer?
    No  Yes

33. If you had an issue concerning Mandela Gateway, would you feel comfortable expressing your concern?
    No  Yes

34. If you had an issue concerning Mandela Gateway, how would you voice your concern?

35. What is your overall level of satisfaction with social services provided at Mandela Gateway?
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
   horrible perfect
COMMUNITY MEETING AGENDA
MANDELA GATEWAY

I. Personal introductions
   a. Go around in a circle and have everyone introduce themselves and describe their strongest memory of Mandela Gateway
   b. Introduce myself and my senior project
II. History of Mandela Gateway
   a. Project development
      i. Overview of HOPE VI
      ii. Westwood Gardens Site
   b. Citizen participation
   c. Involved stakeholders
      i. Ask residents to name all the people involved with the project
      ii. Once the list is established, show residents the ones they hadn’t heard of
         1. US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
         2. Oakland Housing Authority (OHA)
         3. Developers/Social Services (BRIDGE Housing)
         4. Urban Planners (Calthorpe Associates)
         5. Architects (Michael Willis Architects)
         6. Landscape Architects (PGAdesign)
         7. Property Management/Social Services (John Stewart Company)
         8. Residents
III. Community Mapping
   a. Break up into small groups, each with small map
   b. Have residents mark-up maps in groups
      i. Good places
      ii. Problem places requiring change
         iii. Movement patterns (have residents mark their routine that day)
   c. Join groups and have everyone draw their findings on a larger site map
IV. Grade the Stakeholders
   a. Share excerpts from the stated objectives of involved parties
   b. Have residents rate, 1-5, how successfully the objectives were met
      1. not at all
      2. not very
      3. neutral
      4. somewhat
      5. very
V. Conclusion
   a. Discuss the similarity/disparity between designers’ objectives and resident needs
   b. Introduce and distribute survey
   c. Ask residents what they would change about Mandela Gateway
   d. Ask residents, if designers were all here together, what would you say?


Calthorpe, P. “Looking Out to 2031 in Greater Vancouver: Accommodating the next one million residents”.

Simon Fraser University, The City Program. Vancouver, Canada. 9 Mar. 2006.
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Dazaun (5), resident of Mandela Gateway